A continuum-mechanical formalism is presented for the phenomenological description of moving, curvilinear, material surfaces in electric fields in interaction with volume-phases. In addition to conventional equations (balance and constitutive laws) the explicit use of relations for the surface geometry is introduced. A method to establish nonlinear constitutive equations by tensorial and thermodynamical considerations is proved to be applicable to two-dimensional continua. The resulting equations for boundaries interacting with adjacent volumes are of practical importance for the selfconsistent calculation of boundary values. The physical meaning of the different relations is discussed.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with the thermodynamics of stationary or moving surfaces, e.g. shock fronts, phase boundaries or thin films. The surfaces can be material as in case of soap bubbles, or immaterial, as in case of shock fronts. The characterization of such moving material surfaces within the framework of continuum mechanics includes the specification of mass, momentum, energy densities and the geometri cal locus as functions of space and time. All this is provided by the solution of a system of field equations consisting of balance, constitutive, boundary and geometry equations.
The presence of a singular surface S, dividing a volume into two parts (see Fig. 1 ), has strong effects on the behaviour of the adjacent media and vice versa. Especially in the directions normal to the surface strong inhomogeneities are expected, the strongest of which is the discontinuity at the singular surface. The influence of the bulk media in the zone of inhomogeneity and the surface processes have to be taken into account by nonlinear constitutive equations, at the surface as well as in the volume. An example, where boundaries move in electric fields, is plasma etching, which is a modern method for fine line patterning (cf. Chapman [1] ). Surface theories are also applied in normal wet etching, some calcula tions having been done by e.g. Kuiken et al. [2] , in melting problems, the most famous of which is the Stefan problem [3] , and in the propagation of shock fronts (cf. Bowen [4] ). Already in antiquity surface treatment was employed when pouring out oil on the sea to smooth the waves.
The problems with a priori given surfaces also be long to the subject. Interfaces in electric fields consti tute an interesting class of problems as they give rise to electrokinetic phenomena (see Adamson [5] ). The description of immaterial surfaces (i.e. without mass singularity) is included in the formalism presented.
Nonlinear constitutive laws for volume phases have been the subject of many studies, as partly summa rized by Müller [6] , Special features are discussed e.g. 0932-0784 / 88 / 08 00-841 $ 01.30/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy.
by Bowen [7] (theory of mixtures) and by Müller et al. [19, 20] (thermodynamics of fluid in electromagnetic fields).
To our knowledge, Waldmann [10] has been the first to discuss a singular surface in a thermodynamic, sys tematic manner. He transferred the well-known meth od of linear, irreversible thermodynamics (cf. Meixner and Reik [11] ) for obtaining constitutive laws to the two-dimensional case. A sequel of papers followed (e.g. Bedeaux et al. [12] , Vodäk [13] , Kovac [9] ). In 1979 Wolff and Albano [14] published a paper con cerning the linear characterization of interfaces in electromagnetic fields. All these constitutive equations are examples for linear relations between "fluxes" and "forces", which might become difficult in connection with surfaces. In order to avoid that shortcoming one should transfer the methods of nonlinear thermody namics to the two-dimensional case. Indeed, Fisher and Leitman [15, 16] started with studies on that sub ject. Moeckel [17] appears to be the first to treat the problem with mass singularity. We extend these ideas to the case of a mixture in an electric field and stress the physical meaning of the pertaining terms.
Chapter 2 introduces the balance laws for mass, momentum and energy, and Maxwell's equations for volume as well as surface phases. -Chapter 3 is con cerned with a new combination of equations in order to give boundary values for the systems treated. -The central subject of this paper is dealt with in Chapt. 4 , where we describe the establishment of surface consti tutive equations (SCE). In the first part we use some tensorial arguments similar to the well-known "Curieprinciple". The second part uses thermodynamic con siderations for further simplification of the SCE's. Consequences for the equilibrium state are drawn. -In the final Chapt. 5 we discuss the results. Conse quences of the method are set forth and the seemingly abstract terms are interpreted. -As the surfaces in question should be allowed to have a general, timedependent topology, we give a short summary on the geometry of surfaces embedded in space in the appen dix, which also serves as reference for the notation and is related to the work of Aris [8] and Cohen and Wang [18] .
Equations of Balance
For the description of a physical problem in terms of continuum mechanics one assumes the existence of r V ----------------------> x"x; Xs X+ SX+ Fig. 2 . Example for a material boundary on a microscopic scale, q -Mass density, .x" -coordinate in normal direction. some densities which give the value of the respective physical quantity by suitable integration. Several de scriptions for material surfaces are known:
• According to Adamson [5] , Gibbs introduced sur face excess densities, as shown in Figure 2 . The ther modynamic fields are supposed to be continuous on some microscopic scale in the vicinity of a phase boundary, e.g. An excess density gs corrects the total density q, calculated by a continuation of the un disturbed volume densities from x + resp. x -to some mathematical surface at xs. Such excess densities may be positive or negative, having dimensions of volume densities although they are characterizing surfaces. The energetics of the surface may depend, in addition to usual arguments, on the Gaussian and the mean curvatures.
• If a two-dimensional continuum is a good approx imation for some boundary region, non-negative surface densities can be introduced for its description. A volume field or its derivatives may suffer a jump at the surface, at least on a microscopic scale. According to Fig. 2 , the whole region between x + and x -has to be described as surface, including the region between x" and x~ as well as that between x + and xs+, which -in a strict sense -belong to the last layers of the respective bulks. This point of view also allows to introduce surface charge densities.
It is this simple concept of non-negative surface densities which is used throughout the present paper. Figure 3 displays a volume V in the region occupied by the fluid body. This volume may be divided into V + and V ~ by a surface 5, which may happen to be a singular surface St . We introduce density fields ij/v, iJ/s for the physical quantity f with the property ¥>= J 0 dF + j \ps(zA,t) dS. (2.1) V*+ V~ s With relations given by Aris [8] one is able to establish global balance laws for f . These infer -under suitable conditions -local balance laws in the volume as well as on S. The general local balance equations are tyy/dt+ W v 1/ + <*>'"), i = Pv + Sv for the surface. In (2.1) and (2.2), <Pl y is the nonconvective flux densi ty of ij/v while pv and sv are the respective productionand supply densities. The symbol v' stands for the mean mass velocity in the volume. Small, Latin indices denote three-dimensional, cartesian coordinates, and Einstein's summation convection is applied. A comma denotes the usual partial derivative. According to (2.2) the evolution of xf/y is determined by pv and sv as well as by the net change of the flux as given by the divergence terms. -Analogously, <PA is the nonconvec tive flux density of ij/s with the respective productionand supply densities ps and ss in the surface S, which is localized in the three-dimensional space with help of a parametric representation xl = x'(zA, t), the param eters being the surface coordinates z'1 (,4 = 1,2) and the time t. The vector u stands for the mean mass velocity in the surface and has the cartesian compo nents u' resp. the tangential components uA and the normal component u. Capital, Latin indices denote two-dimensional, curvilinear coordinates, and Ein stein's summation convention is applied. A semicolon denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the surface coordinates. KM is the mean curvature of S while nt stands for the unit normal to the surface.
[L] = L+ -LT denotes the jump of the volume quanti ty L, where L+, L indicate the limits of L towards S from V +, V ~. For details compare with the appendix.
Volume Equations of Balance
The mass-balances for the v constituents of a mix ture determine the temporal evolution of the partial mass-densities gx, 00«/0f + t e X ) .i = Ta, cc = 1 ,..., v, (2.4) where v\ is the mass velocity of constituent a and za is the (chemical) mass production density. Small Greek indices number the constituents of a mixture. Summation convection is not applied. Introduction of mass-and momentum-density of the mixture yields the mass-balance for the mixture dg/dt + v1 Qti + Qv\i = 0 (2.5) with V V ? = I 0a, QVl = Z vJqx, wj = vj -vl, a=1 a= 1 provided the mass production vanishes, E Ta = 0, (2.6) a = 1 as follows from the conservation of mass in the mixture.
If the mass production is known in terms of chemi cal reactions, the production density can be calculated as function of the stoichiometric coefficients y" and the reaction rate densities A": i ya a ma Aa.
(2.7) a = 1
Obviously there are n reactions between the v con stituents with molecular masses mx.
The evolution of the mass velocity vl of the mixture is determined by the balance of momentum q (dtf/dt + v> v\ j) -tij\ j = g f l .
(2.8)
In (2.8) the cartesian components of the (mechanical) stress-tensor, which is assumed to be symmetrical, are denoted by tij. The vector / describes the (massspecific) density of external momentum supply. Typical momentum supply terms are the gravitational accelera tion or the Lorentz-force (per unit mass), 
Comments on the Balance Equations
Although the system of balance equation as pre sented here is far from being complete in the sense of field eqations, it should be worthwhile to add some remarks. 
Again both equations become identical if charge is con served,
So it is the concept of charge conservation that assures equations for charge densities deduced on seemingly independent ways to be nevertheless consistent with each other.
E le c tro m a g n e tic P ro d u c tio n T erm s Since the mechanical momentum of a fluid in an electromagnetic field is not conserved, the respective production term, which -by experience -is given by the Lorentz force, does not vanish. As to the surface production density one has to take into account that the electromagnetic fields may suffer a jump at the surface. So one has to use the arithmetical mean from values for the respective fields from both sides of the surface in order to calculate the Lorentz term. Concern ing the surface production of internal energy there is a small difference. This is due to the fact that (2.28)2 displays the continuity of the tangential components of the surface electromotive intensity across the surface, which in turn gives the Joule term by multiplication with the (surface inherent) electric conduction current. Therefore in the balance of the surface energetic the mean does not need to be applied.
We assumed that electromagnetic fields need to be defined only in volumes. They have a discontinuity at some singular surface but no surface specific electro magnetic fields are introduced. As a consequence, the potential is continuous across the surface. For the char acterization of surfaces with discontinuous potential (e.g. electric double layers) one has to extend the for malism to allow for surface specific electromagnetic fields with general dependence on surface coordinates and time. Despite this choice for nonsingular electro magnetic fields we assume the charge and current fields to become eventually singular at the surface, which is accounted for by the introduction of the respective surface specific fields.
C hoice of F ie ld s in V olum es and S urfaces
In flu en ce of the M oving B o u n d a ry on the M ass V e lo c ity Typical examples for moving boundary problems are the classical Stefan problem of a melting front or the surface modification by etching. The moving surface is a phase boundary of arbitrary shape on which a thin layer of material may be adsorbed (e.g. in dry etching). The mass density ratio solid state/fluid is rather large. For the moment we assume the adsorbed layer to be stationary; y t = 0 and uA = 0. In addition, we assume the solid to be at rest, i.e. v' = 0. Then the surface mass balance gives
With vanishing boundary velocity u one restores the ordinary kinematical boundary condition of vanish ing normal velocity. The dependence of vn on u is linear. Because of the great mass density ratio the mass veloc ity vn in general will have a reversed sign with respect to u. So a downward moving melting or etch front corresponds to an upward mass flow. It is concluded that the supply of reactants to the surface proceeds by mere downward diffusion and never by convection. However, this general behaviour may change in the vicinity of a point with large positive curvature KM (convex surface), if we have a nonvanishing surface mass density, as is indicated by the first term in the brackets of (2.35).
In flu en ce of the M oving B oundary on S urface C harges
There are situations where a moving boundary has to be considered together with surface charges, e.g. in plasma etching. It is interesting to discuss the surface balance of momentum under such circumstances. If in addition to the last paragraph we assume vanishing magnetic flux density the normal component of the surface momentum balance becomes y u , -t AB QAB + (4K2 My2 Under the same circumstances as above the tangential components of the surface momentum balance read
In the picture of a pressure balance the first term in (2.37) gives the resulting drag or pressure from a laterlal moving boundary. The second term corresponds to the usual pressure gradient. A shear stress from vol ume flow is contributed by the third term provided we have a nonvanishing slip velocity. The last term on the l.h.s. gives the jump of the volume shear stress tensor. The r.h.s. can be interpreted either by giving the usual electrical supply of lateral momentum or as jump of the electrical volume stress tensor.
Boundary Conditions
One important application of surface balances is to supply the volume field equations with boundary con ditions.
This surface can either be given a priori (e.g. as the walls of a container) or may be calculated as part of the solution (e.g. with moving boundaries). In conven tional volume problems (in F + , see Fig. 4 ) one gives boundary values for the fields on the side dV+ of S. However, if S is a two-dimensional material continu um in interaction with V+ the boundary values at dV + are not known. Instead one has to give boundary conditions on the side dV~ of S. To determine the surface fields and the boundary values at V+ it is necessary (although surely not sufficient!) that there are as many relations as unknowns. According to Table 1 we have to calculate 7vs + hs + 51 fields.
The most obvious equations at hand are vs + 4 equations of balance. The Maxwell jump conditions give 6 independent equations whereas the special choice (A.6) of the surface parameters adds 3 equa tions. Next we have vs+10 boundary values at SF". This gives a total of 2 vs + 23 equations. As usual in continuum mechanics the missing equations are de livered by constitutive relations, by which the material response of the media is characterized. The first equa tions are the 2 vs + 20 volume constitutive equations of the media in V+ and V . For the last 3vs + 8 + ns quantities which appear in the surface balances we introduce surface constitutive relations. Table 1 gives a provisional summary.
However, as mentioned above our surface S should serve as closure of V + against the rest of the world whereas the table tells us to develop a material theory given on two sides (dV + ,dV ) of the bounding surface S. Table. Thus a necessary condition for the solution of a problem with a moving boundary in interaction with an enclosed volume is the establishment of all the equations listed in Table 2 .
It seems that some points are worth mentioning:
• Contrary to the volume field equations there is no boundary value problem for the surface field equa tions as S is a closed surface.
• But this very closure of S may restrict the functional dependence of the fields on z'4 (e.g. periodic depen dence) such that the fields remain continuous or differentiable.
• The essential trick to complete the set of equations appears to be the use of volume constitutive equations in the vicinity of S. This closes the gap between the number of unknowns and the number of relations and is different in comparison with cases without surface fields.
• If there is additional knowledge about some quanti ties occurring, e.g. the vanishing of all ya, then accord ingly the number of needed constitutive equations de creases. Even in the case of the vanishing of all surface quantities -when the surface balances reduce to the ordinary hydrodynamic jump conditions -there are surface constitutive equations for volume constitutive quantities, e.g. for ) or <fm ). It has been in connec tion with these latter relations that Waldmann [10] pointed out the possible use of the jump conditions in the discussion of boundary values.
• Concerning the practical application of the equa tions in Table 2 one has to discuss the region of validi ty for the description with jump terms. Jump terms describe discontinuities (in the direction of some sur face normal) of fields on a macroscopic scale whereas on a microscopic scale the fields may be continuous (cf. Figure 2 ). In our model there are several scales to be considered. Jumps of the pressure tensor or of the temperature represent changes which are related to the scale of the mean free path. The relevant scale for the surface mass density (surface chemical and adsorp tion kinetics) is of the order of molecular diameters. If the electric field is related to a plasma, the appropriate scale for changes of the electric field is the Debyelength, whereas surface charges are related again to the scale of molecular diameters.
If all these different kinds of behaviour are lumped together into a description with jump terms, it is the largest scale which determines the "thickness" of the singular surface. Smaller structures are not resolvable. If one is just interested in these smaller structures the formalism is not applicable in the form presented. For a resolution of structures within the last mean free path in front of a wall, e.g., one has to do statistical mechanics. Then equations according to Table 3 are (still necessary but) not sufficient for the unique deter mination of a solution.
Constitutive Equations for Material Surfaces
In Table 2 some constitutive equations appear. They have been divided into volume constitutive equations (VCE) and surface constitutive equations (SCE). As to the VCEs, there are papers by Liu and Müller [19] as well as by Benach and Müller [20] which consider VCEs of fluids in electromagnetic fields. Therefore we will deal with SCEs in this article.
In the following we will be considered with SCE of fluids in electromagnetic fields. For the sake of sim plicity in this first study on this subject we restrict ourselves to the case of the electrohydrodynamic approximation This causes B to disappear and renders E to be an ordinary vector with respect to Galilean transforma tions. Fortunately, this specialization applies well to intended applications, e.g. low pressure plasma processing.
In the most general case one would assume the space and time dependent value of a certain constitu tive quantity to depend on the history of all involved fields in the whole body. However, the resulting SCE are of functional type and thus by far too complex. In this situation we use some rules given by Truesdell and Toupin [21] , which allow to reduce this generality.
According to the rule of equipresence, we assume that all response quantities depend on all fields, the surface fields as well as the fields of the adjacent Volu mina. The incorporation of volume fields to the list of arguments of SCE was motivated by work of Fisher and Leitman [15, 16] , who showed in a simple example that the response function for needs the tempera ture in V + as well as that in V ~ as arguments. Other wise q"+ would vanish identically. In cases where the quality of the material memory is not good, one can approximate the history of a field in the sense of a Taylor expansion by a function of different time deriv atives of the field. Analogously, if the action of a field is locally determined one can approximate the func tional over the whole body by a function of several space derivatives of that field. The considered order of derivatives may be different for different fields.
In this sense we make a choice for the list of argu ments to be used. By this choice we define a certain class of materials. It may happen that this class gives some approximation to the behaviour of some real material (this is of course hoped for with respect to application), but strictly this is not necessary. The pertaining arguments are ^ ŷ a, y, u\ d, ya> A, ytA, 0% A , qa±, q±, S±, vl±, El±, tiA, tiA. B
(the two space-vectors hA constitute the covariance surface base).
Restriction by Conditions of Tensorial Invariance
Following the rules of Truesdell and Toupin [21] we restrict the generality of the response functions by conditions of invariance. E.g., one would expect the material response to be independent of the motion of some observer. That leads to an invariance condition with respect to Galilean transformations. If the mate rial exhibits isotropy in space, there are invariance conditions with respect to three-dimensional ortho gonal transforms. In addition, we assume the material to exhibit isotropy in surface coordinates, which leads to invariancce conditions with respect to two-dimensional orthogonal transforms.
Fortunately we can exploit such implicit condi tions by means of representation theorems which rest on the use of the Hamilton-Cayley-Theorem. A formidable list of representations has been given by Wang [22] . As result we give the preliminary form of the SCE of an isotropic fluid in an electric field as defined by (4.1). 
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In (4.2), s stands for the scalar valued constitutive quantities A \,e s , s ±,q n±,wan±, t nm±.
In (4.3) vA stands for the vector valued constitutive quantities A ±, a A, vv A i ' V is ' sa
The symbol tsAB denotes the surface stress tensor. The coefficients are all scalars in the sense of (4.2), and a, ß run from 1 to vs -1. Round brackets denote symmetrization.
These expansions give the exact nonlinear represen tations of surface response functions and are by no means approximations in the sense of some expan sion. For details of the calculation see [23] . This form of the SCEs is preliminary in the sense that for some response functions the list of arguments will be shortened by help of some entropy consideration, but it is conclusive with respect to the tensorial character of the SCE.
The importance of these results is best demon strated by some examples. We have e.g. excluded the possibility that a scalar depends on arguments like 0 A, 0 AQABQBCEc,yxAA0 B)E {BEC), . . . . Even more, vectorial SCEs depend in the most general case considered here, linearly on single components of vectorial arguments (e.g. vA{QBC, ED) = {v6{QBB, Q2Bb, Eb Eb, Ea QabEb)8ac + v12(Qbb, Q2Bb, Eb Eb. Ea QabEb)Qac ) Ee). Nonetheless, these SCEs are of course nonlinear with respect to entire vectorial arguments via the coefficient functions. -In the case of a plain surface (QAB = 0), there is a further simplifica tion: For scalars there are no arguments of 3rd order. For vectors only terms with vl , . ..,v 6 are important. For tensors only the first 23 terms have to be con sidered (e.g. va {Ed) = v6(Eb Eb) Ea).
Restrictions by an Entropy Consideration
It is a widely known fact that the second law of thermodynamics restricts the constitutive assump tions particularly in linear irreversible thermodyna mics (compare e.g. de Groot and Mazur [24] or Meixner and Reik [11]). Rather than following their approach, we are looking for a method that allows for nonlinear SCE. For this aim we apply an entropy principle to the problem of SCE in a similar way as is common now in volume thermodynamics (cf. Müller [6] or Truesdell [25] ).
We settle an entropy balance according to the gen eral surface balance and assume the entropy surface density t]s and the entropy flux density <PA to be sur face constitutive quantities like £s and qA: + l^ + tS-.A = ~ ('7 -fls) (v' ~ "') + V] n* + 7 ^ + 7 • (4.5)
Following Müller [26] we postulate for the entropy at some surface:
• The entropy supply should be a linear function of the supply of momentum and internal energy / si, /.s being handled as constitutive quantities.
• For all solutions of the surface field equations ( = balance laws with introduced SCE) we assume (4.7)
Then we have to fulfill the inequality 'drjs 0 = 7 dt + " Is. A ) + ^s ;
for all solutions of the field-equations.
dt dy
The field-equations can be viewed as constraints -the inequality with introduced constraints -is that must be considered in the discussion of the in equality. There are several possibilities to exploit the Or^y inequality under these conditions (see Müller [6] ). We proceed with a lemma of linear algebra proved by Liu [27] . This lemma states the equivalence of the follow ing assertions: The derived restrictions are valid for any material of the class defined by (4.1). On this level of generality we cannot derive any more constraints. This would only be possible under more specialized conditions, e.g. in thermodynamic equilibrium. However, if one is inter ested in special SCEs for a specific fluid one has to do kinetic theory calculations or experiments concerning the coefficient functions of the response functions.
Equilibrium
With thermodynamic equilibrium we denote a state of the process with vanishing entropy production, i.e. in (4.13) the sign of equality holds. We will discuss equilibrium for two cases identifying the r.h.s. of (4.13) with the indicated function I . Obviously, for and (l)n . (2) - (3) a+ (4) In (4.12) we presented the general results in a con densed form. In (4.12)! the total differential drjs is shown. According to (4.12)2_6 is a function of yx, y, 0. Now, by (4.15)6 7 one can show that in equilib rium AE s becomes a function of 0 alone. (From some volume entropy principle one has zl* = A f (qx,q ±,9 ±), thus the independence of arguments in (4.15)6 7 leads to contradictions unless one assumes zl£s = This fact, together with the form of (4.12)j or (4.24) being that of a Gibbs' equation, motivates us to identify the integrating factor of the energetic in equilibrium with the inverse absolute temperature AEs(0) = 1 /T(0). This is the reason for calling rjs entropy density while strict ly speaking one should describe as some function which exhibits the properties of entropy in the equilib rium (4.15). Equation (4.12)7 expresses the vanishing of the Lagrange-multiplier of the momentum balance, i.e. the momentum balance imposes no additional restric tions on the manifold of possible field functions. This happens to occur also in volume entropy principles and is related to the point of view that one can choose arbitrary fields ya, y, u', x', introduce them in the mo mentum field equation and calculate then the momen tum supply / ' which just belongs to this choice of fields.
The equations (4.12)8 _ 10 express the vanishing of the geometrical "Lagrange"-multipliers. Obviously there are eight independent multipliers although we have only three geometric conditions (A.6). The reason is that we have replaced (A.6) by a system of geometric differential equations which (i) are linear in their highest derivatives and (ii) are -according to Truesdell and Toupin [21] -equivalent to (A.6). These relations also do not give restrictions in this context.
The same is true with reference to (4.12)n , which yields the vanishing of the electromagnetic Lagrangemultiplier. Thus Maxwell's jump conditions do not give any restrictions, analogous to volume problems, cf. Müller [6] ,
Comparison of (4.12)12 13 with (4.4) yields another example of simplifications due to the entropy con sideration. For the considered class of materials, the stress tensor bears only the scalar surface tension n, which is similar to the hydrostatic pressure in volume problems. We conclude that such a fluid cannot suffer any shear stress. First, we do not have velocity gra 5. Discussion dients as arguments, thus viscous shear stress cannot be described. Secondly tsAB is the mechanical stress tensor and does not describe electrical shear stress. Shear stress due to temperature gradients is only ex pected if the surface tension depends on 0 t, as one can see by comparison with VCEs for simple heat-con ducting fluids. The next equation, (4.12)16, displays a linear depen dence between the entropy flux and the dissipative phenomena of heat flux and diffusion flux as result. Nonetheless (4.12)16 is a nonlinear relation between the flux of surface entropy and the field quantities. Since Ats corresponds to 1/TS in linear theories, the relation resembles to similar ones (derived by the as sumption of Gibb's equation) in linear thermodynam ics (cf. de Groot and Mazur [24] ). But strictly speaking it differs from this, as Ats and can be identified with inverse absolute temperature and with chemical potential, respectively, only in equilibrium whereas in nonequilibrium they are simply some SCE among others. Equation (4.12)16 displays the last restriction im posed on the SCE by the entropy principle in compar ison with (4.2)-(4.4). The remaining response func tions turn out to be unrestricted by the entropy principle. This is especially true for all SCE of volume constitutive quantities. -In the following we will illus trate these SCE by some examples. Generalizations to more general SCE turn out to be obvious.
The surface reaction rate is given by (4.12)17. A classical relation is, e.g. Au = k ,Q -^kTy i y2 (5.1)
for some surface reaction of second order, viz.
y \ Ai + y \ Ai -*• This is a typical nonlinear SCE. Other dependencies of zl", e.g. on qx or E ± are conceivable, too. Equations (4.12)18_21 provide SCE for each single volume quantity, e.g. for qn+ and for q"~. Equivalently one may obtain equations for [qn] and for <<?">, as is often done in linear surface thermodynamics (cf. Bedeaux, Albano, and Mazur [12] , Wolff and Albano [14] or Waldmann [10] ). A possible example in rela tion to qn is <qn > = <?i« -K ) + (4" -W «2, which gives a typical boundary relation for tempera ture jumps. The same reasoning applies to (4.12)21, which is a vector SCE for the volume shear stress Examples for the coefficients in (4.12)22 are the sur face heat conduction coefficient q3 or the coefficient qx for the surface diffusion-thermo-effect. More crosseffects can be seen directly from the equation. All these effects can be nonlinear, as e.g. q3 may be a function of 9-A0tA etc.
As to (4.12)23 , wlag is a lateral diffusion coefficient, w3a gives a surface thermal-diffusion, and so on. which turns out to be identical with the lateral con duction current. With j 6 SB A+ j 12 QB A we have obvious ly the electrical conductivity, which exhibits explicit tensorial behaviour due to the second fundamental form, the curvature tensor. Additionally an implicit geometric dependence is possible via the argument KM for j 6 and j 12. Due to the arguments of j 6 and j l2 the conductivity may depend on the surface temperature, on the electric field via EA EA, on the volume tempera tures, on gradients of surface mass densities or tem perature or even on the influence of (frictional) slip of the volume flow. According to the representation of a scalar SCE, interactions up to third order be tween these cross-effects are possible. -The term j 3 Sba + j 9 Qba is the coefficient for the thermo-current whereas j 4/5 SB A+ jl0/ll QB A represent the coefficients for the electrophoretic current, i.e From (5.6) one infers that a, say, lateral temperature gradient leads to an electric field which gives rise to the thermo-potential as well as slip velocities lead to an electric field which gives rise to the streamingpotential. (Streaming-potentials can cause strong hazards in aircraft-jets because of streaming fuel, see Adamson [5] ). If with respect to the experimental setup solving (5.6) for, say, the relative velocity vA -uA is appropriate, effects as electrophoresis or thermophoresis can be described. If the slip is hindered we may get some osmotic pressure due to gradients in (surface) mass density, temperature or potential. As a last comment on the SCE we give a hint to some peculiarities of the SCE in comparison to classi cal VCE.
• For SCE there are function arguments also from the outside of S (quasi-nonlocality due to the two different sides of S).
• There are SCE for volume constitutive quantities.
• SCE for volume response functions in V+ have arguments from volume fields in V~ and vice versa.
• In the nonlinear case there are terms which describe interactions between either sides of the surface, e.g.
(v + a -u a)(va -u a), or between one side and the surface itself, e.g.
(v+a-u a)9 ,a .
The Equilibrium Results
The equilibrium results are displayed by (4.15), All these results, as consequences of the entropy argument, are thus results and not assumptions. That they can be derived from surface specific equations indicates that the notion of equilibrium takes over from the 3D-case to the 2D-case when properly ad justed.
Further Remarks
With the results established, another form of the entropy production can be derived: <r, = AE s ( t AB 4-n hAB) uA; g + AEs I a Ea + AEs<a q A vs vs -Z (As i i J , Aj asA-A E s X nxsras 3=1 3=1
-[Q A JU t -Lids)(vn -u )) + AE S [tnA (vA -uA)]
The first term on the r.h.s. of (5.8) vanishes in our case but would give some contribution if one considers nonzero surface viscosity. The second term arises from Joule's heat. The next two terms describe the dissipa tion due to heat resp. diffusion-fluxes. The last term in front of the square brackets accounts for the entropy production from chemical reactions. All these terms are analogous to corresponding volume expressions. The terms inside the square brackets yield particular surface contributions. The first one describes the en tropy production due to the normal diffusion through the surface caused by a jump of the chemical poten tials. The second bracket term contributes if slip leads to dissipation in connection with the off-diagonal ele ments of the volume stress tensor (e.g. because of viscosity). The last term contributes if a normal heat flux exists together with temperature jumps. Together with the other results, these are similar -after appropriate simplification -to those from Wolff and Albano [14] , Albano and Bedeaux [28] or Vodäk [13] . Our form of the entropy production (5.8) is similar to that from the mentioned papers which, however, there appears as assumption and not as result as in the present paper. For the derivation of our SCE we nowhere use the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium. With respect to results from linear irreversible thermodynamics our results are slightly more general, as (i) we give a list of possible arguments for transport coefficients to account for scalar nonlinearities and (ii) in addition we present tensorial nonlinearities which go beyond the Curieprinciple. Our work is also a generalization of the work of Moeckel [17] and Grauel [29] because of the consideration of electromagnetic fields, of any number of constituents and of chemical reactions.
The fact that there are no jump terms in our form of the Gibbs-Duhem-relation -which is contrary to Vodäks assumption -stems from the description of the surface as single, open, thermodynamic system. A generalization would consist in treating a small vol ume element which contains a part of S as well as parts of V+ and V~. Then the non-negativity of the entropy-production of a surface with respect to the volume-surface-interaction is described by a + + a s + a _^0 .
(5.9) (The production-densities are mass-specific!) Such a generalization is desirable because it yields restric tions for the SCE of volume fields, too, which is phys ically reasonable. This form of the entropy principle would also be useful if the resulting restrictions turn out to be too strong (e.g. if the missing of shear-stress in non-equilibrium for the discussed material turns out to be non-physical). The change from (4.7) to (5.8) has a parallel in the theory of mixtures, where the nonnegativity of the entropy production of the single con stituents yielded too strong restrictions, so that only the condition of non-negative mixture entropy pro duction could be imposed (cf. Bowen [7] ).
Conclusion
In this paper we present a formalism establishing nonlinear constitutive functions for some material in interaction with a moving boundary in an electric field. The possible nonlinearity is important, as in par ticular in the vicinity of boundaries we are far from some equilibrium state. Besides the methodological questions the presentation has practical importance, too, as it yields the possibility of a consistent physicogeometrical description of problems with moving boundaries. For materials which are expected to behave differently the formalism can be applied to restrict response functions with another set of argu ments. With eijk we denote the three-dimensional (cartesian) permutation tensor r 1 for (ij k) an even permutation of (123), eijk = < -1 for (ij k) an odd permutation of (123) Additional structure is introduced by the concept of motion. If a fluid element in the surface moves with respect to the surface, the surface coordinates of this fluid element become a function of time, zA = Xfx(ZA ,t), (A.5.) where x refers to the particular reference-configuration (cf. Figure 5) . The function % A X gives the surface parameters zA of a point which was occupied at time t by a fluid element that may be identified with the parameters (material coordinates) ZA in the referenceconfiguration y.. (The reference-configuration may be visualized by e.g. the initial configuration.) The velocity of a fluid element with respect to the surface coordinates is accordingly given bŷ The surface-coordinates may be chosen such that a point of st with fixed z\ zu moves only in direction of the unit normal n in space-coordinates, 6x76 t = un\ (A.6) u being the normal velocity of a point zA of St resting on S,.
In order to describe some properties of the surface one introduces fields on st, e.g. a mass or a momentum density. Such a field (f> can be stated in terms of the material coordinates (f>{ZA , t), in surface coordinates <j)[zA, t) or in space coordinates (f> (x\ t). With respect to curvilinear surface coordinates the covariant deriv atives of a field (j.!>(zA, t) has the correct tensorial behav iour and is used instead of the usual partial derivative of a field <f>{Xi, t) with respect to cartesian space coor dinates. As an example the covariant derivative of a contravariant vector field is given:
. respectively.
